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There are some things in life you hope will never let you down. Like the washing
machine that doesn’t miss a beat when you return from holiday with bags
bursting with laundry. Or the dryer that means you can shrug off the weather,
forget the rain, and dry a mountain of clothes in no time at all. The things you
take for granted...until they fail to deliver just when you need them most.

It’s hardly surprising then that people choose Admiral. For 70 years Admiral has
designed appliances that attract admiring looks, but whose sleek and classic
exteriors conceal workhorse performance and show horse finesse. Appliances
that pack in more reliability, practicality and robustness than anything else in
their class. And do it in real style...with a host of features that are both practical
and innovative.

Whatever life throws at you, Admiral’s Genuine American Appliances mean
perfect peace of mind.
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Drying 5
Service & Warranty 6
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HI-TECH
POLYMER DRUM

The hi-tech polymer 

drum gently supports

clothing throughout 

the wash cycle.

WASHING
MACHINE
CONTROL PANEL

You’re completely in 

control, with easy to use

option selectors featuring 

a programme selector  

with a soft rubber grip.

They say when the going gets tough, the tough get going. And that’s exactly

what you can expect when Admiral takes a load off your mind by putting

an impressive collection of programmes at your fingertips. Programmes that

can tackle any wash...any time...with a mighty

7.5kg capacity that cuts down your workload

too...and saves time, water and energy.

The huge capacity of the washing machine means

fewer loads...saving time, water, energy...and

money. Whether washing a handkerchief or

a duvet, Admiral’s intelligent wash options deal

with every eventuality...you can even complete

a wash in under 15 minutes. 

Admiral Washing

3RATW3005TQ
Admiral Washer

3RATW3005TQ
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TUMBLE DRYER 
CONTROL PANEL

Fitted with soft rubber

grips for easy selection 

of programmes including

sensor dry programmes.

LAUNDRY 7.5KG 

Dry all this...in one go...

in super quick time.

3RATW3005TQ 5

Admiral’s super-solid build quality guarantees results day after day...year

after year. And, just like the washer, the tumble dryer can tackle a major

load...in one! A full 7.5kg of washing dried in no time at all.

And yet, despite its tough guy image, Admiral

dries very, very carefully...tumbling and fluffing

your wash so it comes out soft to the touch.

There are even sensor dry programmes that

turn off automatically before the wash is dry...

perfect for ironing certain garments.

Some choices are hard. This one’s easy.

Admiral Drying

3RAED3005TQ
Admiral Tumble Dryer
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History and Warranty

HISTORY  

In a Great Depression rags-to-riches story, Ross D Siragusa sold his

automobile and much of his furniture to start a fledgling consumer

electronics company. He was just 26. By the early 1950’s his company -

ultimately to be known as The Admiral Corporation - was a full-line

home appliance manufacturer, eventually becoming synonymous with

refrigerators and freezers, cookers, microwaves, air conditioners,

dehumidifiers, radios and TV’s.

By 1974 the company had been credited with over 75 consumer 

innovations...including introducing millions of Americans to colour TV.

New owners then continued to build on the company’s US-wide 

reputation for innovation, quality, expertise...and value, integrating 

new brands and manufacturing facilities which could trace their 

origins back to the great inventor, Thomas A. Edison.

Today, Admiral continues to represent the qualities demanded, not 

just by its American customers, but by a rapidly growing worldwide

audience which is increasingly focussed on style, value...and 

exceptional build quality.

SERVICE & WARRANTY  

Every Admiral appliance is built to an exceptionally high standard, using

the finest materials, hi-tech innovation and the skills of expert craftsmen.

Your purchase is also delivered and installed by experienced technicians

to ensure it is in perfect condition and working order. In the extremely

unlikely event that your Admiral product needs attention, it enjoys a full 

One-year parts and labour warranty.

EXPERT 
INSTALLATION

Admiral appliances are
delivered and installed by
expert technicians whose
job it is to make sure your
purchase arrives in perfect
condition and is in 
excellent working order.

FULL
WARRANTY

In the unlikely event that
any Admiral product needs
attention, it is covered by a
comprehensive 1 year
parts and labour warranty.
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2 St Anne’s Boulevard, Foxboro Business Park, Redhill, Surrey. RH1 1AX
T E L 0844 499 0101   FA X 01737 778 822   E M A I L ukquery@maytag.com   www.admiral-appliances.co.uk
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